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1. Introduction 
Let M be an n-dimensional manifold, TM its tangent bundle. A (41, qz)- 
codimensional subfoliation on M is a couple (Fl , Fz) of integrable subbundles F’ of TM 
of dimension n - qi, i = 1,2, and such that Fz c Fl, so that d = q2 - q1 2 0. Feigin [ll], 
Cordero-Masa [5], Carball& [3], Wolak [22] and the author [6,7,8,9, lo] have studied 
the secondary characteristic classes for subfoliations. More precisely, the characteristic 
homomorphism A,(,,F~): H*(WO1) ---f H;,(M) of a (ql, qz)-codimensional subfolia- 
tion (FI, F2) on M has been constructed by Cordero-Masa [5], using the techniques of 
Bott [a]. The author has computed in [6] the cohomology algebra H*(WOI), has studied 
in [9] the universal characteristic homomorphism A, : H*(WOr) --f H*(BI’(,,,92);~) 
for subfoliations of codimension (ql,q2), where Bl?(,,,q2~ is the Haefliger classifying 
space for subfoliations of codimension (ql, qz), and has discussed in [lo] the rigidity 
and deformations of secondary characteristic classes for subfoliations. 
In this paper we compute examples which show that certain universal secondary char- 
acteristic classes for subfoliations of codimension (ql, q2), in particular, the universal 
Godbillon-Vey classes A,[Y~ A$ @c:c’y-‘] E H2q2+2(BI’(q,,qz); R), 0 6 j < ql, vary lin- 
early independently. These results show that the homology group H2q2+2(BI’(q1,q2J; in) 
admits an epimorphism onto Euclidean space. The classes considered do not belong to 
the subalgebra of H*(BI’ (q1,q2); IR) generated by the union of the universal characteris- 
tic classes for foliations of codimension q1 and q2 respectively. The method used is a 
generalization of Heitsch’s theory of residues [15] for foliations. 
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In Section 2 we present two theorems on residues for subfoliations which gener- 
alize Heitsch’s theorems [I51 for foliations. In Section 3 we construct another the- 
ory of residues for subfoliations and relate these residues to the secondary char- 
acteristic classes for subfoliations. Finally, in Section 4, using the results of Sec- 
tion 3, we compute examples which show that these residues and thus certain uni- 
versal secondary characteristic classes for subfoliations vary linearly independently. 
Many of these classes are elements of the kernel of the canonical homomorphism 
H’(BI(,, ,92)i R) + H*(Bl?,, x Brd; R) with d = 42 - q1 > 1, where Br,, (resp. Brd) 
denotes the Haefliger classifying space for foliations of codimension qr (resp. d). There 
is a similar result for cohomology classes in the Haefliger classifying space FI(q,,42) for 
subfoliations of codimension (qr ,42) = (2qi - 1,2qk) with trivialized normal bundle. 
Throughout the paper all objects are of type C”. We also adopt the notations of 
[5,6,9, lo] and [15]. 
2. Residues and secondary classes 
In this section, using the techniques of Heitsch [15] and Wolak [22], we present a the- 
ory of residues for subfoliations and relate these residues to the secondary characteristic 
classes for subfoliations. 
Let (Fr, F2) be a (ql, q2)-codimensional subfoliation on an n-dimensional manifold 
M with q1 > 1 and d = q2 - q1 3 0. Let X be a vector field on M. We shall say that X 
preserves (Fi, F2) if X preserves Fr and F2 (i.e. for any vector field Y in F;, [X, Y] is 
a vector field in F;, i = 1,2). Assume that X preserves (Fl , Fz). Note that the singular 
set 5’~ of X (i.e. set of points of M where X is tangent to Fl) is a union of leaves of 
Fl and that on the open subset M - Sx of M, the subfoliation (Fl, F2) and the vector 
field X span a (41 - 1, q2 - l)- co d imensional subfoliation (Fi, Fi) = (Fl + X, F2 + X) 
if 5’~ # M, where X also denotes the line subbundle spanned by the vector field X 
on M - 5’~. Assume now that 5’~ is a finite union Uk, N; of closed separated leaves 
N; of Fl. Then we can embed open normal disc bundles D; of N; in M such that their 
closures Di are mutually disjoint and embedded normal disc bundles. 
Now, we consider the normal bundle v( Fl, F2) = Qr $ Qu of (Fl, Fz), where Qr = 
TM/F1 (the normal bundle of Fl) and Qu = Fl/F2. Let U be an open neighborhood 
ofM-&D;in M-5’~. 
Definition 2.1. A basic connection V” on Qu (in the sense of [5]) is called an X-basic 
connection on Qo with support ofl U if 
V$nu(Z) = no[X, Z] for any vector field 2 in FI 
on U, where xu : FI --f Qo = Fl/F2 is the canonical projection. A basic connection 
V = V’$V” on v(Fl, F2) = Ql@Qo (in the sense of [5]) is called an X-basic connection 
on v( Fl, F2) with support 08 U if V’ is an X-basic connection on Qr with support off 
U (in the sense of [15]) and V o is an X-basic connection on Qu with support off U. 
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It is easy to see that X-basic connections on W( Fr , F2) always exist. Clearly, for an X- 
basic connection V = V’ $V” on v(Fr, F2) with support off U, we have R1(Y, Z)lU = 0 
(resp. RO(Y’, Z’)(, = 0) for any vectors fields Y, 2 in Fi (resp. Y’, 2’ in Pi), where 
Ri is the curvature of the connection Vi on &i, i = 0,l. 
Let the notation be as in [6]. Consider the complex WOz corresponding to the pair 
$;m;Jt;d let $(WOz) (resp. &(WOz)) be th e subspace of WOz spanned by the 
Y(i) A Y’(i)) @ c(j)+) 
= yil A... A y;, A y;; A . . . A yj:, @ cil . . . c”,: c:j: . . . c1zj” E woz 
such that pr = qr and ib + p > q2 (resp. pr < q1 and p = q2), where 1 6 ir < . . . < 
i, < q1, i, odd, 1 < ii < . . . < i’,, < d, i’, odd, y(i) = 1 for s = 0, y’. (%,) = 1 for 
S’ = 0, j; 3 0, j: 2 0, deg c; = degc: = 2i, deg y; = deg yj = 2i - 1, ib = ii for 
S’ > 0, ib = CC for s’ = 0, 2pr = deg c(j), 2~2 = deg ctj,) and p = pr + pa (the y; 
and yi are the relative suspensions of the odd Chern polynomials ci E I(GL(ql)) and 
ci E I(GL(d)) respectively with GL(m) = GL(m;Ik)). D enote by I(WOz) the graded 
subspace Ii, ( WOz) $ I,,( WOz) of WO I and by dw (resp. by do) the differential in 
the complei WOz (,es, A*(M) of differential forms 
immediate. 
on M). Then the following is 
Lemma 2.2. For any z E I(WOz), we have dwz = 0 and A(F~,F&)Iu = 0 if an 
X-basic connection on u( Fl, F2) with support ofs U is used in the construction of the 
DG-algebra homomorphism A(F~,~) : WOI + A*(M) (as defined in [5]). 
Assume now that the manifold M and the foliation 
the following result. 
FI are oriented. Then we have 
Theorem 2.3. Let z E I(WOz) b e an element of degree k. Then z, (Fl, F2) and X 
define a cohomology class 
Res,((Fr, F2), X, N;) E HLiq’(N;), 
the residue of z, ( FI, F2) and X at Ni, such that 
6) Res,((Fr , F2), X, Ni) depends only on the germs of (Fl, F2) and X at the 
submanifold Ni. 
(ii) &$+ Res,((Fr, F2)JyNi.l = A*(,,,)[~], 
i=l 
where j, is as in Theorem 3.11 of [15] with q = ql, and A,(,,,) : H*(WOz) + 
H6R(M) is the characteristic homomorphism of the subfoliation (Fl, F2) (as defined 
in [5]). 
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Proof. Choose an X-basic connection on v(Fr , F ) 2 with support off U and use this 
connection to construct the homomorphism A(,,,). From Lemma 2.2 it follows that 
Al,,,)(z) determines a closed form A(F~,F~J(z)]~~ on D; with fiber compact support. 
Thus we have a cohomology class [A(,,,)(z)]oi] E H,k( D;), where H,*(D;) denotes 
the cohomology of the complex AF(D;) of forms on D; with fiber compact support. Let 
r*Di : @(D;) ---f f& q’ (IV;) be the map induced by integration over the fiber of the 
oriented disc bundle D; + N;. Set 
Res,((Fr, J’z),X,N;) = ~*D,[A(,,,)(Z)ID~]. 
The result follows now from a technique similar to that used in [15] and [22]. 
Remark. It is clear that the map I(WO1) -+ HE,(N;) given by z - 
Res,((Fl, Ed, X, N), t E I(WOI), is an R-linear map of degree -ql. 
In order to explain relations between the secondary characteristic classes of (F,‘, Fi) 
and the residues of (F,, F ) 2 and X, we assume that the singular set Sx of X con- 
sists of a single closed leaf N of Fl. Let A*(F;,F;) : H*(WOI,) -+ HI;R(M - N) 
be the characteristic homomorphism of the (q1 - 1, q2 - 1)-codimensional subfoliation 
(F,‘,F;) = (FI +X32+X) on M - N, where W’OIJ is the complex corresponding 
to the pair (ql - l,qz - 1). C onsider now the composition S : WOII -+ WOI of the 
natural injection iw of the complex WOI, into WOI with the differential dw in WOI. 
Let 2 = y(i) A yti,) @ qj)c;j,l E W011 be a cocycle of the Vey basis (see [S]). Then we 
have 
6.2 = yizA.. *AYi, AY;+Jci,qj)c’(j~) fy(;)Ay,‘;A. . .Ay& @c~~&;c~~,~ E I(WO1). 
Hence, Sz = 0 E WOI if and only if [z] is a rigid class of H*(WOII). 
On the other hand, choose an embedded open normal disc bundle D of N in M such 
that its closure D is an embedded normal disc bundle of N in M. Let is : S + M - N 
be the inclusion of the boundary S of D and denote by r*s : HhR(S) -+ ,:2’+r(N) 
integration over the fiber of the oriented sphere bundle S + N. Then, from a device 
analogous to that used in [15], we obtain 
Theorem 2.4. Let .z E WOII be a cocycle of the Vey basis. Then 
~4+,(~;,&1 = Re%((Fk Fz), X, N). 
The following proposition is easily verified. 
Proposition 2.5. Let V be any basic connection on v( Fl, F2) over M. Assume that 
this connection is used in the construction of the homomorphism A(,,,). If V re- 
stricted to v(Fl, F2) over S agrees with the restriction to u(F,, F2) over S of some 
X-basic connection on v( Fl, F2) over M with support off an open neighborhood of 
M-D inM-N, then 
Res,((Fl, Fz), X,N) = [~*D(A(F~,F~)(z)ID)I for z E I(wo~)y 
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where T*D : A*(D) + A*(N) denotes integration over the fiber of the oriented disc 
bundle n + N. 
Remarks. 1) Evidently, the inclusion is : S -+ M - N is a homotopy equivalence if 
M is an Rql-vector bundle over N. 
2) For F1 = F2, the results obtained above are reduced to those of Heitsch [15, 
Sections 3 and 41 for foliations. 
3. The residue Res, (( F’l, Fz), X, X2, N) and secondary classes 
In this section we construct another theory of residues for subfoliations and re- 
late these residues to the secondary characteristic classes for subfoliations and to the 
residues defined in Section 2. 
If V’ and V” are two connections on a vector bundle E over M with structure group 
GL(Q) and if 4 is an element of the form 4 = yil A.. .~y;, 8,;’ . . . cp with ir < . . . < i,, 
then b(V’,V’) d enotes the differential form 
X*(%$2)) A * - * A T,(c@)) A c@*)” A . . . A ~~(fk’)~~ E A*(M), 
where R1 is the curvature of V’, R is the curvature of the connection V = tV1 +( 1- t)V” 
on E x [0, l] and rr* denotes integration over the fiber of the disc bundle M x [0, I] + M. 
We consider now the following situation. Let F1 be an oriented foliation of codimen- 
sion q1 > 1 on an oriented manifold Ml, and F2 an oriented foliation of codimension 
d 2 1 on an oriented manifold M2. Let X; be a vector field on M; which preserves Fi 
and assume that the singular set of X; (with respect to F;) is a single closed leaf Ni of 
F;, i = 1,2. Let Xi be a vector field on M2 which preserves Fz and such that [X2, Xi] 
is a vector field in F2. Denote also by X1, X2 and Xi the vector fields on M = Ml x Mz 
induced by X1, X2 and Xl respectively, and by X the vector field Xr + Xi on M. 
Consider the following subfoliations: 
_ _ _ 
(hF2) = (FI x 7’M2,Fl x F2) of codimension (q1 ,q2) on M; 
(F,‘,F;) = (Ji,J’z +X2) of codimension (ql, q2 - 1) on M’; 
(F:‘, F;) = (F; + X, F; + X) of codimension (41 - 1, q2 - 2) on M”, 
where q2 = q1 +d, M’ = Ml x (M2 - Nz), M” = (Ml - Nl) x (M2 - Nz) and X2 (resp. 
X) also denotes the line subbundle spanned by the vector field X2 (resp. X) on M’ 
(resp. on M”). Clearly, we have v(Fl, F2) = Q1 $ Q. = (Q1 x M2) $ (Ml x go) over 
M, v(Fi, Fi) = Qi @Qb = (Qr x (M2 - Nz))$(Ml x @.,) over M’, and F[ = Fl +X1 
on M”, where Qr (resp. Qu) is the normal bundle of the foliation F1 (resp. F2) on Ml 
(resp. on Mz), Qb is the normal bundle of the (d - l)-codimensional foliation Fz + X2 
on Mz - N2, and X1 (resp. X2) also denotes the line subbundle spanned by the vector 
field X1 (resp. X2) on M” (resp. on M2 - N2). 
Assume now that the manifold M2 - N2 is connected (evidently, this is satisfied if 
MZ is an Rd-vector bundle over N2 with d > l), so that the singular set of the vector 
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field X on M’ (with respect to (F,‘, Pi)) is the closed leaf Nr x (M2 - N2) c M’ of 
Fi. Theorem 2.4 shows the relation between the secondary characteristic classes of 
(F[, F2/1) and the residues of (Fi, Fi) and X at Nr x (M2 - Nz). Now, we shall define 
residues for (Fr , Fz), X and X2. We shall also relate these residues to the secondary 
characteristic classes of (F[, F!). 
For each i = 1,2, choose an embedded open normal disc bundle D; of N; in M; such 
that its closure D; is an embedded normal disc bundle of Ni in M;. Let Ui be an open 
neighborhood of Mi - D; in M; - N;, i = 1,2. 
Definition 3.1. A basic connection Vb = Vr $ V” on v(Fr , Fz) = Qr $ Qe is called 
an (X - X2)-basic connection on v(Fr , F 2 with support off Ul and Uz if V’ (resp. V”) ) 
is an X-basic connection on Qr (resp. on Qe) with support off Ur x Mz, and if V” is 
an X2-basic connection on Qu with support off Ml x Uz. 
It is clear that V’ is an X-basic connection on Qr with support off Ul x M2 if and 
only if it is an Xl-basic connection on Qr with support off U1 x Mz. Then we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let W011 be the complex corresponding to the pair (ql,q2 - 1). Let 
t E I(WOI,) b e an element of degree k. Then z, (FI, Fz), X and X2 determine a 
cohomology class 
Res,((Fl, Fz), X,X2, N) E H~~-qa(N), 
the residue of z, (Fl , F2), X and X2 at N = N1 x N2. It does not depend on the choice 
of the connections and of the D;. 
Proof. Choose an (X - X2)-basic connection on v(Fl, F2) with support off an open 
neighborhood Ul of Ml - D1 in Ml - Nl and an open neighborhood U2 of M2 - 02 in 
M2 - N2, and use this connection to construct the homomorphism A(,,,) : WOz + 
A*(M). Denote also by t the element iwz E WOz, where iw : WOz, -+ WOz is the 
natural injection. Let Sr c Ml - D1 be the boundary of D1. Then we have 
Hence, A(F~,&) d t e ermines a closed form A(F~,F~)(z)I~~~~~ in A*(Sl x 02) such 
that =*S1(A(F~,F2)(t)lS1XD2) is a closed form on Nr x Dz with fiber compact sup- 
port, where 7r*s1 : A’(S1 x 02) -+ A*(Nl x D2) denotes integration over the fiber of 
the oriented sphere bundle 5’1 x 02 --+ N1 x D2. Similarly, A(F~ ,~~)(z) determines a 
closed form dAA(F1,Fz)(Z)IDlxDz E A:( D1 x 02) with fiber compact support, such that 
A*D1 (dAA(F, ,Fz)(~)ID~ XD~) is a closed form on Nr x 02 with fiber compact support, 
where 7r*01 : Az(D1 x 02) + A*(Nl x 02) denotes integration over the fiber of the ori- 
ented disc bundle D1 x 02 + N1 x D2. Therefore, A(F1,Fz)(z) determines a cohomology 
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class 
where n,~~ : A*(& x D2) + A*(N1 x 02) denotes integration over the fiber of the 
oriented disc bundle & x II2 + N1 x 02. By a technique similar to that used in [15], 
it follows that this cohomology class does not depend on the choice of the connections. 
Now, set 
where A&, c : H”+l-ql(N1 xD2) i H;+d-q2(N) d enotes integration over the fiber of the 
oriented disc bundle Nr x 02 -+ N = Nr x N2. To prove that Res,((Fr, Fz),X,Xs, N) 
does not depend on the choice of the Diy choose an Xl-basic connection V’ on Qr over 
Mr with support off an open neighborhood Ur of Mr - D1 in Mr - Nr, and a one-form 
w on Mr such that w(Xr)Iul = 1 and w(Y) = 0 for any vector field Y in Fr. Denote 
also by V’ the Xl-basic connection on &r = Qr x M2 over M = Mr x iI42 with support 
off Ur x M2, induced by the connection V’ on Qr. Let V be an X2-basic connection 
on Qe over Mz with support off an open neighborhood 172 of M2 - 02 in Mz - N2. 
Consider the homomorphism of vector bundles f : Qo -+ 00 over M2 given by 
f(s) = 7r[Xi, Z] - Vx;s for any section s of Qn, 
where n : TM2 + 00 is the canonical projection and 2 is a vector field on M2 such that 
~(2) = s. Now, let V” be the unique connection on Qn = Ml x 00 over M satisfying, 
for any section s of Qu over Mz, 
0;s = w(Y)f(s) for any vector field Y on Ml, 
Vis = Vzs for any vector field 2 on M2. 
(3.3) 
It is easy to check that V” is an X-basic connection on Qu with support off Ur x M2 
and an X2-basic connection on Qu with support off Ml x Ux. Hence, Vb = V1 $ V” 
is an (X - X2)-b asic connection on v( Fr , F ) 2 with support off Ul and U2. Let R1 be 
the local curvature form of V1 with respect to a local framing of Qr over Ml, and !2 
(resp. f) the local curvature form of V (resp. the local matrix of f) with respect to 
a local framing of Qu over M2. Let V’ = 0; $ 02; be a Riemannian connection on 
v(Fl, F2) such that Of is induced by a Riemannian connection, also denoted Vz, on 
Q;, i = 0,l. 
Now, use the connections Vb and V’ to construct the homomorphism A(,,,). 
Consider an element z = y(i) A gti,) @ c(j)+,) in 1(W011) = I~,(WQ~J) $1,,_r(WO~,) 
with deg y(;) = m, deg c(j) = 2pr and deg c&,) = 2~2. For each i = 1,2, denote by 
x*D, : H,*(Di) + H&R (IV;) integration over the fiber of the oriented disc bundle D; -+ 
IV;. Let K * : ~~~(~1) @ H&(N2) + HI;R(N1 x N2) be the Kiinneth homomorphism. 
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Then, by a direct computation we obtain the formulas 
Res,((J’r , J’z), X,X2, N) 
= p * 6, r,D, ( [ (Y(i)(D’7 01) A C&q Iu,] 
‘8 =*D2 d/i 
[ ( 
Y;q(v, v;;) A “id”)) ID,]) 
for z E 1:, ( WOp), where p = ( -l)(d-‘)(‘31+m); 
Res,((J’r, F2), X,X2, N) 
= p’ ’ Kc, r,D, 
( K 
?/(i)(@, 0;) A C(j)(“‘) A (d/w 
@ r,D2 [da(y&#‘, v;) A C;j,j(fql-P1f+)) 
for z E 1,,_t(WO~~), where 
n--P1 
>I 1 D1 (3.5) 
I> D2 
(3.4 
and 
“;j,,(f q1-VP-r) = Cij,) (f ,......) f ,R )......) R). 
-- 
(a-p1 arguments) (d-l arguments) 
Using (3.4) and (3.5), it follows by an easy computation that Res,((Ft, Fz),X,Xz, N) 
does not depend on the choice of the D;. 
Remarks. 1) It is clear that the map I(WO1,) + HhR(N) given by z + 
Res,((Fr, a), X, X2, N), z E I( WOII), is an R-linear map of degree 1 - q2. 
2) For t = 4 . 4’ E Ii1 (WO,l) with 4 = y(i) @ c(j) E WO,, and 4’ = Y;,,l @ cij,, E 
WOd-1, it follows from the formula (3.4) that 
Res,((Fr, F2),X,X2, N) = P. K* (Rq(4,Xl,~~) @ Res~~~(&,X2,Nz)), 
where p is as in (3.4), 6 : WOd-r -+ wO,j denotes the composition of the natu- 
ral injeCtiOn iw : WOd_1 + wad with the differential dw : WOd --f WOd, and 
Res4(Fr,Xt,Nr) and Ressdr(F2,X2,N2) are the residues constructed in [15]. 
3) The residues given by the formula (3.5) are of crucial importance in this paper. 
Consider now the (d - l)- co d imensional foliation F2 + X2 on M2 - N2. If the vector 
field Xi is .tangent to F2 + X2 at all points of M2 - N2, then the (q1 - l,qz - 2)- 
codimensional subfoliation (Fy, F[) on M” is of the form (Ff, F,“nFu) = (Fr+Xr, F2+ 
X1 + X2), where Fo denotes the (d - l)-codimensional foliation T(Ml - N1) x F2 t XZ 
on M”. Whence, (FT, F;(‘) does not depend on the choice of these Xi. On the other 
hand, use the connections above to construct ResZ((Fr, Fz), X, X2, N). Then, from the 
formula (3.5) we obtain the following. 
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Corollary 3.6. If the vector field Xk is tangent to the foliation Fz + X2 at all points 
of Mz - N2, then Res,((Fr, Fz), X,Xz,N) = 0 for any z E I,,-1(W0p), so that 
Res,((Fl, &),X, X2, N) = Res,((J’l, Fz), X1, X2, N) for any .Z E I(WOI~). 
Let is2 : NI x S2 ----+ N1 x (Id2 - N2) be the inclusion and denote by n,s, : 
H&(NI x S2) -+ H ;)R(N) integration over the fiber of the oriented sphere bundle 
Nr x 5’2 + N = Nr x Nz, where 5’2 c A42 - N2 is the boundary of D2. Then we have 
the following result. 
Theorem 3.7. For any z E I(WOp), 
n-*s,i& Res,((F{,Fi),X,Nl x (M2 - N2)) = Res,((Fl,Fz),X,Xz,N). 
Proof. On M2 - Nz we consider the exact sequence of vector bundles 
0 - (X2) ;’ Qn -5 Qb - 0 (34 
associated to the (d - 1, d)- co d imensional subfoliation (F2 + X2, F2) on M2 - N2. Here 
(X2) is the line subbundle spanned by the vector field X2 on M2 - N2. Let V’ (resp. 0’:) 
be a basic connection (resp. a Riemannian connection) on Qb, and Vf the natural flat 
connection on (X2). Consider a basic connection V (resp. a Riemannian connection 0’) 
on Qo over Mz - N2 with Vx,~o(2) = ne[Xa, Z] for any vector field 2 on M2 - N2, 
and such that the connections V f, V, V’ (resp. the connections Vf, VT, 0’:) are 
compatible with the homomorphisms 2’ and i?, where ~0 : T(M2 - N2) + Qu is the 
canonical projection. Choose an X2-basic connection V on Qc over M2 with support 
off an open neighborhood Uz of Mz - 02 in M2 - Nz, and a Riemannian connection 
Vl; on Qe over M2, and such that VIU2 = VlU2 and VglU, = V’ls. 
Now, on M’ = Mr x (M2 -N 2 we consider the exact sequence of vector bundles ) 
0 - Mr x (X,) -% Qe nl Qb - 0 
induced by (3.8) with Q. = Mr x Qo and Qb = Mr x Qb. Denote also by Of, VT and 
0’; the connections on Mr x (X2), Q 0 and Qb over M’ induced by the connections 
Vf, VT and 0’; respectively. It is clear that these connections are compatible with 
the homomorphisms i’ and K’, and that Vf (resp. VT and 0’2;) is the natural flat 
connection on Ml x (X2) (resp. are Riemannian connections on Qu and Qb) over M’. 
Denote also by 0: the Riemannian connection on Qn over M = Ml x M2 induced 
by the connection 06. Clearly, we have VbIMlxUz = VTIM1 xUz. On the other hand, 
consider a one-form w on MI such that w(Xr)IU1 = 1 and w(Y) = 0 for any vector 
field Y in Fr, where Ur is an open neighborhood of Ml - D1 in Ml - NI. From a 
technique similar to that used in (3.3), we can construct connections VI0 and V” on 
Qb and Qe over M’ by using the one-form w and the connections 0’ and V respectively. 
Analogously, we can construct a connection V” on Qo over M by using w and V. It is 
easy to see that the connections Vf, To, VI0 a re compatible with the homomorphisms 
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i’ and r’, and that V”lM1 xUz = V”IMI xvz. Now, let z = 4.4’ E I(WOII) be an element 
with 4 = y(;) @ c(j) and 4’ = yti,) @ c’(~,,. Then we have 
#(V’O, 0’2;) = &(VO, O’), 
#PO, VT)ln/iI x&, = #(VO, V;)IA41 xl&. 
(3.9) 
Moreover, V” is an X-basic connection on Qb over M’ with support off Ur x (M2 -Nz), 
and V” is an X-basic connection on Qu over M with support off Ur x iI42 and an X2- 
basic connection on Qe with support off Mr x Uz. 
Next, let V’ (resp. Vi) be an Xl-basic connection on Qr over M with support off 
Ur x h42 (resp. a Riemannian connection on &I). Therefore, we can use the connections 
VJb = V1 $ V” and V” = 0; $ 0’; on v(F{, I$) to construct Res,((Fi, Pi), X, Nr x 
(ill2 - Nz)), and the connections Vb = V’ $ V” and VT = 0; $ 06 on v( Fr , F2) over 
A4 to construct Res,((Fr, Fz),X, X2, IV). From (3.9) it follows that 
= ~,S2~*D1 [ (d(V’, Vi) A 4W0~ VTJ) ID xs ] 
= ~,S2~*D1 [(6(vl,V;)AO)(V”,V6))lD,:,j 
= r*sz [n*& ((@Tw * d)(v”~V~))ID,XM2)I~~Xs*] 
= r*Dz [d/m, (( 
= ResZ((Fl,F2),X,X2,N). 
Consider now the characteristic homomorphism A+(F;‘,F;,) : H*(WOp) + Ha, 
of the (qr - 1, q2 - 2)-codimensional subfoliation (Ff, F[) on M” = (Mr - Nr ) x (&I2 - 
N2), where WO 111 denotes the complex corresponding to the pair (q1 - 1, q2 - 2). Let 
k, XSZ : 5’1 x S2 + M” be the inclusion and denote by A,S~ xs2 : H;jR(S1 x 5’2) + 
HhR(N) integration over the fiber of the oriented bundle Sr x 5’2 + N = Nr x IV2. It 
is clear that 71,~~ xs2 is given by the composition 
H&&Sr x S,) KtSl H&&vr x S2) n,S? H;;,(N). 
Then, by Theorems 2.4 and 3.7 we have the following. 
Theorem 3.10. Let z = y(i) A yti,) @c(j)& E WOp be a cocycle of Vey basis. Then 
r*sl xs,iY& xs2 A.(~;,,~;~)[4 = Resd(Fl, Fz), X,X2, N). 
Remarks. 1) Therefore, the secondary characteristic classes of (Fr, F[) can be de- 
tected by the corresponding residues of (Fr , Fz), X and X2 at N. Furthermore, we 
have 7r,slxsz o izlxs2 o A,,;, = 0, where A,,;, : H*(WO,,_1) -+ II;, is the 
characteristic homomorphism of the (ql - 1)-codimensional foliation Ff on M”. 
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2) Clearly, the inclusion is, xsz : 25’1 x 5’2 ---f M” is a homotopy equivalence if Mr is 
an Rql-vector bundle over Nr and if kl, is an IWd-vector bundle over N2. 
Let V’ (resp. Vi) b e any basic connection (resp. any Riemannian connection) on 01 
over Mr, and V (resp. ‘7:) any basic connection (resp. any Riemannian connection) 
on fJe over M,. Denote by 52l the curvature of V’, and by CR the curvature of V. 
Suppose that V* (resp. 0) restricted to Qr over Sr (resp. to 00 over S,) agrees with 
the restriction to Qr over Sr (resp. to 00 over S,) of some Xl-basic connection on 01 
over Mr (resp. of some X2-basic connection on 80 over Mz) with support off an open 
neighborhood of Mr - II1 in MI - Nr (resp. of M2 - 02 in M, - N2). Let f : a0 + Q. 
be the homomorphism of vector bundles over Mz given by 
f(s) = 7r[Xi, Z] - VJ--s for any section s of Qu, 
where r : TM2 + 00 is the canonical projection and 2 is a vector field on M2 such that 
~(2) = s. Let w and w’ be one-forms on Ml such that w(Y) = w’(Y) = 0 for any vector 
field Y in Fr. Assume that w’( X1)IUI = 1 f or some open neighborhood Ur of Ml - II1 
in Ml - N1, and that iiw = iiw’ E A1(S1), where ir : S1 ---f Ml denotes the inclusion. 
On the other hand, let K,Q : A*(D;) + A*(N;) be integration over the fiber of the 
oriented disc bundle D; -+ N;, i = 1,2, and rc, : II;, @ HcR(N2) + H;,(N) 
the Kiinneth homomorphism. Then using the formulas (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain the 
following result. 
Proposition 3.11. For z = y(i) A Y;~,) @ qj& E I(WOp) with deg y(i) = m, 
deg c(j) = 2pl and deg cij,) = 2~2, we have 
Res,((Fr, Fz), X,X2, N) 
= P * K* [T*D* ((Y(i)( ( v’m * qj,(nl))lDl)l (3.12) 
@ [%Dg (dA(&)(V,V;) A c;j,)(sl))ln,)l) 
for d E 1;#vOp), where p is as in (3.4); 
Rw((&, J’2)A-G N) 
= p’ * K* [T*D1 ((Y(i)( ( v’,v;> A c(j)@) A (dA‘-‘)ql-P1)lD1)] (3.13) 
‘8 [%& @A($)(V,VI;) A c;j~)(fql-plnd-l))I~I)]) 
for 2 E ~q~-l(woI’), where p’ is as in (3.5). 
Remark. We may construct a theory of residues for any subfoliation (Fr , F2) on a 
manifold M, and for certain vector fields X on M and X2 in Fl. But we use the theory 
of residues presented above for computing the examples of Section 4. 
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4. Examples and applications 
In this section we give the computations of the residues of some examples and trans- 
late these results into statements about the Haefliger classifying spaces for subfoliations. 
Example 1. We use here Example 1 of Heitsch [15]. Consider the Lie groups Gr = 
x,,SL(2), GZ = X&L(2), ICI = &,SO(2) and Kz = X&O(2) with qr > 1 and d > 
1. Let Gr = Gr x Iw2ql (resp. G:2 = G2 x IW2d) be the semidirect product of Gr and Iw2ql 
(resp. of G2 and IW2d) via the inclusion Gr + GL(2qr) (resp. G2 + GL(2d)) as defined 
in [12, Vol. II, p. 981. Let Ir c Gr and I’2 c G2 be discrete uniform and torsion-free 
subgroups, so that N; = I; \ G;/K; is a connected compact oriented manifold, i = 1,2. 
Consider the locally homogeneous foliation Fr (resp. &) of codimension 2qr (resp. 24 
on Mr = Ir\Gr/lir = rl\G1 xKlnk2si (resp.on M2 = r2\C2/K2 = r2\G2XKzR2d) 
induced by the foliation on Gr (resp. on G2) defined by the right action of Gr (resp. 
of Gz). It is clear that Fi is an oriented foliation and that Mi + Ni is an oriented 
vector bundle, i = 1,2. The foliation F; is transverse to the fibers of Mi and the zero 
section Ni is a leaf of Pi. Denote by (xi, XI,. . . , xil, xzl) (resp. (yt, ~12,. . .,Y~,Y~N the 
usual coordinates on Iw2q1 (resp. on IW2d). Choose numbers oi, pj, Xj E Iw, i = 1,. . . ,!?l, 
j = l,... , d, with oi # 0 for all i, and I_L~ # 0 for all j. Let X, be the vector field on 
Tw2ql given by 
x, = 2 a;(x;lapxi •t xi”a/axf>. 
i=l 
Analogously, let X, and Xx be the vector fields on IW2d given by 
XP = ~Pi(YP,ad t yp/ay;">, xx = f: xi(yi’a,ay;’ + yppy;">. 
i=l i=l 
The natural action of Gr on Iw2ql (resp. of G2 on IW2d) preserves X, (resp. X, and 
Xx), X, and X, have an isolated singularity at the origin, and [X,,Xx] = 0. Thus X, 
induces a vector field, also denoted X,, on Mr which preserves Fr with singular set 
the zero section Nr. Similarly, X, and Xx induce vector fields, also denoted X, and 
Xx, on 442 which preserve F2 with [X,, Xx] = 0, and such that the singular set of X, 
is the zero section iV2. 
On the other hand, denote by A, the diagonal matrix diag(cq, or, (~2, (~2,. . . , aql, 
aql), and by A,, (resp. by Ax) the diagonal matrix diag(pr,pr,p2,p2,. . . ,pd, pd) 
(resp. the diagonal matrix diag( Xr , Al, X2, X2, . . . , Ad, Ad)). Consider now the subfoli- 
ation (Fr , F2) = (PI x TM2, Fr x F2) of codimension (2ql, 2q2) on M = Mr x M2 with 
q2 = q1 i-d. L e t = Y(i) A Y{p) @ C(j)+,) t E I(WOp) be an element with deg c(j) = 2pr 
and deg cij,, = 2~2, where W01t is the complex corresponding to the pair (2ql,2q2 - 1). 
Denote by Res*(o,p, A) the residue Res,((Fr, F2),Xcu + Xx,XP, Nr x N2). 
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Theorem 4.1. For the residues Res,(o,p, A), we have 
Res&, P, A) 
for ’ = Y,!l ~ '(j)"(j,) withpI = 2qI, if-f-p2 = 2d 
= 
n~z,p~ C~~~-~(-l)k'l(~)C'(j~)(A~A~-k)~k(~,').[Wl 
for z = Yi 8 C(j)C'(j,) withO<pl <%l, pltp2=2q2--1 
JOT the remaining z = y(;) A Y;~,) @ c(j)c;j,) E I(WO1,) 
where p = ~ql+~, c~~,,(A~A~X’-~) = ctj,) (A,, . . . . . . , A,,Ax,. . . . . . , Ax), 
-- 
(k arguments) (pz-k arguments) 
(#v&4 4 = c 
jl+...+jd=k-2d+l i=l 
\ & 
ji)O, 3; integer 
and W = Wl A W2 is a volume form on N = N1 x N2 (here W; denotes a volume form 
on N;, i = 1,2). 
Proof. We use here a method analogous to that employed in the proof of Theorem 
5.4 in [15]. 
We identify Ir \ Gr XK~ TIW2ql (resp. I2 \ G2 xrcz TIW2d), the tangent bundle along 
the fiber of Mr --f Nl (resp. of M2 + N2), with the normal bundle &r of pr (resp. Qu 
of F2). 
Let wr (resp. ~2) be the one-form on Iw2q1 (resp. on IW2d) given by 
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Wl = ~cu;(zfd~z$ + zfdA$) (resp. by w2 = C( P; YildAY;1 t Y:dAY:)). 
i=l i=l 
Denote also by wi the one-forms on G:; and A4i induced by w;, i = 1,2. Let V1 (resp. 
0) be the unique basic connection on Gr x TR2q1 over Gr (resp. on G2 x TR2d over 
G2) satisfying 
V&a/&ri = wr(Y)[X,,d/dzj] for any vector field Y in Gr x TIW2q1 
(resp. Vza/ayj = w2(Z)[X,,d/8yj] for any vector field 2 in G2 x TIW2d). 
It is easily shown that V1 (resp. 0) induces a basic connection, also denoted V1 (resp. 
V), on &r over Mr (resp. on Qu over Mz). Consider the homomorphism of vector 
bundles f : G2 x TR2d + G2 x TR2d over G2 given by 
f(2) = [Xx, Z] - Vx, 2 for any vector field 2 in G2 x TIW2d. 
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Denote also by f : Qo -+ 00 the homomorphism of vector bundles over M2 induced 
by f. 
NOW, let w be the one-form on Mr induced by the one-form w on Gr = Gr x R2Q1 
given by 
W(a,,)(Y, 2) = bJl)v(y* + 3 (a, 4 E G, 
where Y is a left invariant vector field on Gr, Y* is the vector field it induces on Iw2q1, 
and 2 is a vector field on Iw2q1. Next, let Br c lK2q1 (resp. B2 c IW2d) be the disc defined 
by 
gof((~f)” t (zf)“) 6 1 (resp. by e~f((y:)~ + (Y”)~) 6 1). 
i=l i=l 
For each i = 1,2, the disc subbundle G; x & c G; over G; with boundary G; x a& 
induces a disc subbundle Di = I’; \ Gi XK, B; C Mi over N; with boundary Si = 
I’; \ Gi XK, aBi, where 8Bi denotes the boundary of Bi. 
Finally, note that the natural flat connection on 01 (resp. on au) is a basic connection 
and it is also induced by the natural flat connection on Mr over Nr (resp. on M2 over 
Nz). The result follows now from Proposition 3.11, using techniques similar to those 
employed in [15], where the Riemannian connections on Qr and Qu are replaced by the 
natural flat connections on Qr and 00 respectively. 
Remark. Le; z = yi @ t(j)$, 
6 
E 12q2_-1(W0~,) be an element with deg$,) = 2~2 
and c’. (3,) = c’; ’ . . . c;&2d-l. onsider the function & : (&CL(l)) x Rd + R given 
where 4&, A) is as in Theorem 4.1. It is easily seen that the function $J~ is not constant 
if d > 1 and 0 < j!&_r < 1, and that $Z is zero if d = 1 or j&-r 2 2. Moreover, if d > 1, 
0 6 jid_r 6 1 and $&I, XO) # 0 with (po,Xu) E (&CL(l)) x IWd, then the function 
p -+ +UCL, X0) (rev. X + h&0, A)) is not constant in some neighborhood of ~0 (resp. 
of Au). Hence, Res,(o, p, A) varies if d > 1 and 0 < j!&_r 6 1, and Res=(o,p, A) = 0 if 
d = 1 or jad_r 2 2. Similarly, a simple computation shows that Res,(cr, p, up) = 0 for 
a E Iw. Thus we have many independently varying residues. 
Let (K, &,@,A) ) be the (29 - 1,2q2 - 2)- d co imensional subfoliation spanned by 
(Fr, a), X, and X, +XA on M” = (Ml - N1) x (M2 - N2). Consider the characteristic 
homomorphism ~(F,,F~,,,,~)) : H*(WOp) + H6R(M”) of (FQ, F(,,,J)), where WOIU 
is the complex corresponding to the pair (2ql - 1,2q2 - 2). Let is : S + M” be the 
inclusion with S = Sr x S2, and r,s : H5R(S) --+ Hi;,(N) integration over the fiber 
of the oriented bundle S + N = Nr x N2, where 5’1 and S2 are the sphere subbundles 
given above. 
Now, let B c WOp be the set of the cocycles z = y(i)Ay{;,)@c(j)c’(j,) of the Vey basis. 
Consider the subset B’ c B of the elements z E B of the form z = yi A yi, @ c(~~c~~,) 
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and such that deg z = 2(2q2 - 2) + 2 = 442 - 2 and 0 Q ji,_, < 1. It is clear 
that B’ = B1 U Bz with B1 n Bz = 0, where B1 (resp. Bz) is the subset of the 
elements z = y; A y:, @ c(jj$,) E B’ such that i = 1, pl = 2ql - 1, i’ + p2 = 2d, 
i’ is odd and ji = 0 for all odd k < i’ (resp. such that i = i’ = 1, 0 < pl < 
2ql - 1, pr + p2 = 242 - 2 and 0 < j&-r < 1) with 2pr = deg c(j) and 2pz = 
deg$,). On the other hand, consider the subalgebra A c H*(WOp) generated by all 
elements of ImW(dpr)* U ImW(dpz)*, where W(dpr)* : H*(WOQ~_~) + H*(WOp) 
and W(dpz)* : H*(W029,-2) + H*(WOIII) are the canonical homomorphisms. Then, 
from Theorems 3.10 and 4.1 we obtain the following. 
Theorem 4.3. 
(ii) (r*S o i: o **(ForF++~j ))(A) = 0. 
It follows that xr,s o i; o A+F, = 0 and n,s 0 i; 0 A+F,~ p,xj = 0, where A*F, : 
H*(wO~~~_~) + H&(M”) and A+F~~,~,~) : H*(WO2,,-2) +'HZR(M") are the dm- 
acteristic homomorphisms of F, and F(,,P,x) respectively. 
Let z = y; A y;‘, @ c(j)+) E B’ be an element. Denote by 61,~ the element 
y:, @ “ic(j)c;j,) E I(WOp), and by res61z(a,p,X) the function 
J N Res6,,(a, p, A> = J i~A*(F&,,~,x~) I4 S 
Let q (resp. rg) be the dimension over Iw of the vector space VI (resp. V2) spanned 
by the functions resb,,(o,/l, X) for z E B1 - C (resp. for z E B2), where C = 0 
if q1 > 1 or d is even, and C = {yi A yi @ crc&} if q1 = 1 and d is odd. Assume 
that d > 1, hence qr2 > 0. Let ~1,. . . , zT1 E B1 - C (resp. ++r, . . . , z, E B2) be 
elements such that the functions reshlzl (o, p, X), . . . , res61z,, (a, p, X) (resp. the func- 
tions req++, (o, P, A), . . . , res61z,(o,p, X)) form a basis of VI (resp. of V2), where T = 
~1 + ~2. Consider now the universal characteristic homomorphism A, : H*(WO~,,) -+ 
H*(BI’; IF&) for subfoliations of codimension (2ql - 1, 2q2 - 2), where BI? denotes the 
Haefliger classifying space for subfoliations of codimension (2ql- 1,242 - 2) (as defined 
in [9]). Then, by Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.4. The elements A,[z] E H4Qw2(BI’;R), z E B’, all vary. The A,[z], 
t E B’ - C, vary as linearly independently as the functions resS1,(o, ~1, X) and the map 
~:H4qz-2(BlJ;Z)-+ Ilk' (resp. 4’ : Hdqz_2( Brzql -1 x Bl?2d-1; Z) f LRT1) 
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given by 
d44 = (A&lb,. . . , &[Z,la) 
(rev. by 4’(a) = (&[a]$~, . . . , A~[.+,]$J~~)) 
is an epimorphism, where 7/)+ : H,(BI’~,,_~ x Brzd-1; Z) --f H,(BI’; Z) denotes the 
canonical map, and BFQ, -1 (resp. BI’zd-1) is the H ae i jl g er classifying space for foli- 
ations of codimension 2ql - 1 (resp. 2d - 1). 
Let $$ : H*(BI’2,,_1;IR) + H*(Bl?;lR), +,2’ : H*(BI’2,,_2;R) -+ H*(BI’;iR) and 
$* : H*(BI’;R) + H*(BI’291-1 x BI’2d_1;R) be the canonical maps. Denote by A,, : 
H*(WOQ,-1) + H*(Bl?~91-~;IR) and A,, : H*(W02,,-2) --f H*(BI’2Qz--2;R) the 
universal characteristic homomorphisms for foliations of codimension 2ql- 1 and 2q2 - 2 
respectively. Consider the subspace E c H4Y2-2(WOI,,) (resp. E2 c E) spanned by 
the elements [z] with z E B’ (resp. with t E B2). Let E’ c E be the subspace spanned 
by the elements [z] with z E (21,. . . , z,} U C, so that dim E’ = r if q1 > 1 or d is even, 
and dim E’ = r + 1 if q1 = 1 and d is odd. Evidently, E2 n E’ c E is the subspace 
spanned by the elements [z,,+r], . . . , [z+]. Then we have 
Corollary 4.5. A,E fl Im$$A;, = 0, i = 1,2, Ez c Ker$*, A,E’ n A,A = 0 end 
the R-linear map A, IE, : E’ + H4Qm2( Br; R) is injective. 
Consider now the universal characteristic homomorphism A* : H*(Wp) + 
H*(FI‘; W) for subfoliations of codimension (2ql - 1,2q2 - 2) with trivialized normal 
bundle (as defined in [9]). Let B’ c WI,, be the set of the cocycles z of the Vey basis 
of the form z = y; A y;‘, @J c(j)cij,) and such that deg z = 4q2 - 2 and 0 < jad_, < 1. It 
is clear that B’ = B1 U B2 with B1 n B2 = 0, where B1 (resp. B2) is the subset of the 
elements t = yi A Y:, @ C(j)C;j,) E B’ such that i = 1, pl = 2ql - 1, i’ + p2 = 2d and 
ji = 0 for all k < i’ (resp. such that i = i’ = 1, 0 < pl < 2ql - 1, pl + p2 = 2q2 - 2 
and 0 < jld_l 6 1) with 2pr = deg c(j) and 2~2 = deg c'(~,, . 
For each z E B’, consider the function req+(o, p, X) defined as in Theorem 4.4 if 
t E B2, and 
resslz(c5 p,A> = ~ql+d(clc(j)( Acl)/n~~~(r”)(c:,c~j,,(A~)/n,~~~) VolN 
if z = ~1 A yi, @ c(j)cij,) E B1, where A,, A, and N are as in Theorem 4.1. Let rr 
(resp. r2) be th e d imension over R of the vector space VI (resp. V2) spanned by the 
functions ress,*(cr, CL, X) f or z E B1 - C (resp. for z E B2), where C = 0 if q1 > 
1, and C = {yr A yi @ crc&} if q1 = 1. Assume that d > 1, thus rrr2 > 0. Let 
Zl,...,Zq E BI - C (resp. ++r,. . . , z, E B2) be elements such that the functions 
res61zl (o, P, A), . . . , res61z,, (a,p,X> (r-p. re~61z,l+l(~,p,~),. . .,res6,..(%~, A>> form 
a basis of VI (resp. of V2), where r = r1 + r2. Then, the following theorem is easily 
verified. 
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Theorem 4.6. The elements &+[z] E H472-2(FI';IR), z E B', ali vary. The &[z], 
t E B' - C, vary as linearly independently as the functions res61z(cy, p, X) and the map 
4: H4y2-2(Fr;iZ)+ IR' (resp. @ : H4y2-2(Fl?271-l X FlT2d_l;Z)+ IL&") 
given by 
$(a) = (&[z&, . . . , &[z,]a) 
(resp. by i’(a) = (&M&a,. . . , &[+]4*a)) 
is an epimorphism, where 4, : H,(FI’241_1 x Fr2d-1; Z) + H,(FI’; TZ) denotes the 
canonical map, and Fl?2yl-1 (resp. Frz&) is the HaefEiger classifying space for foli- 
ations of codimension 2ql - 1 (resp. 2d - 1) with trivialized normal bundle. 
Remark. Results similar to those announced in Corollary 4.5 are obtained. 
Example 2. We use here Examples 1 and 2 of Heitsch [15]. Let G;, G;, I<;, r;, 
AI;, IV;, F;, X, and Xx be as in Example 1, i = 1,2, and use a procedure due to 
Thurston to suspend the foliation Fr. Let F be the foliation of codimension 1 on 
Z \ Iw x Iw = S1 x Iw induced by the foliation on Iw x Iw defined by the action of R given 
by (t, cc) - t’ = (t + t’, L(t’, xc>), w h ere the left action L of Iw on Iw is defined as follows. 
Let !?! be an even function on Iw such that 0 < Q’(z) < 1 for all 2 # 0, !P is strictly 
increasing on the interval (0,1/a), q’(z) = 1 if 1x1 > l/2, and @ and all its derivatives 
are zero at z = 0. Let (t, z) be the usual coordinates on Iw x Iw, and denote by d/& the 
natural generator of the Lie algebra of lk On the Lie algebra level the left action L of 
Iw on Iw is defined by d/at + ~~~!l!(~)i3/&. 
Now, consider the foliation F{ = Fr x F of codimension 2ql + 1 on the vector 
bundle SMr = (rr x Z) \ (Gr x Iw) x h’I Iw 2Yl+* = Mr x 5" x R over Nr x 5". Choose 
numbers or, . . . , cxysl+l E I!2 with cq # 0 for all i, and let X, be the vector field on 
Ikw2q1+t = R2ql x R given by 
X, has an isolated singularity at the origin and commutes with the action of Gt x IW 
on Tw2q1+’ = Iw2Ql x IR. Thus X, induces a vector field, also denoted X,, on SMl which 
preserves Fi with singular set the zero section Nr x S1. 
On the other hand, denote by A, the diagonal matrix diag(cq, crl, (~2, a2, 
a,,, 0), and let A, and Ax be as in Example 1. Consider the subfoliation 
(i~:?$j = (p: x TM2, Fi x F2) of codimension (2ql f 1, 2q2 + 1) on SMl x M2, where 
q2 = q1 + d. Let d = Y(i) A Y;q @ C(j)& E I(WOp) be an element with degc(j) = 2pl 
and deg c’ t3,l = 2~2, where W01, is the complex corresponding to the pair (2ql + 1, 2q2). 
Denote by ResZ((-Y, p, A) the residue 
Res,((Fr, Fz), X, + XX, X,, (Nr x S’) x N2). 
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Then, by a technique analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we obtain 
the following result. 
Theorem 4.7. For the residues Res,(cY, p, X), we have 
for z = y:, @ qj)qj,) 
with pr = 2~ + 1, i’ t p2 = 2d 
withO~pl<2qltl,pltpz=2qz 
0 for the remaining z = y(i) A yli,) @ c(j)cij,) E I(WO1,) 
where p = -2~91+~, $&,A) is given by (4.2), and W = WI A dAt A W2 is a volume 
form on N1 x 5” x Nz (here W; is a volume form on Ni, i = 1,2, and dAt denotes the 
usual invariant volume form on S’). 
Remark. Let z = yi @ c(~)c~~,) E Iz,,( WOII) be an element with c’ I$ 
(J’ 
1 
= cl 
I.ibd--l 
. . . c2d_-l . 
Then Res,(cr, p, X) varies if d > 1 and 0 < j’ 2d_1 < 1, and Res,(cr,p, ) = 0 if d = 1 or 
j!& > 2. Moreover, ResZ(a, p, a~) = 0 for a E EL Thus we have many independently 
varying residues and results similar to those announced in Theorem 4.3 are obtained. 
Consider now the universal characteristic homomorphism A, : H*(WOIU) --f 
H*(BI’; R) for subfoliations of codimension (2q1,2q2 - 1). Let B’ c WOIU be the 
set of the cocycles z of the Vey basis of the form z = y; A y:, @ c(j)c’(j,) and such that 
degz = 442 and 0 ,< j&_, ,< 1. It is clear that B’ = B1 u B2 with B1 n B2 = 8, 
where B1 (resp. Bz) is the subset of the elements z = yi A $, @ c(j)cij,) E B’ such that 
i = 1, pl = 2ql, i’ + p2 = 2d, i’ is odd and ji = 0 for all odd k < i’ (resp. such that 
i = i’ = 1, 0 ,< pl < 2ql, pl + p2 = 2q2 - 1 and 0 < jid_r < 1) with 2pr = deg c(j) and 
2pz = deg ctj,). 
For z = 31; A Y:, @I C(j)C’(j,) E B’, denote by Srz the element y:, @c~c(~)c’(~,) E I(WOII), 
and by resg,,(cr, ,u, X) the function 
where N = Nr x S’ x N2. Let r1 (resp. r2) be the dimension over Iw of the vec- 
tor space VI (resp. V2) spanned by the functions ress,.(o,p,X) for z E B1 (resp. for 
z E B2). Assume that d > 1, hence rlr2 > 0. Let 21,. . . , z,, E B1 (resp. zTl+l,. . . , z, E 
B2) be elements such that the functions resg,,, ((Y, 1-1, X), . . . , resbl+ (o, p, X) (resp. 
res6,..,+, (o, k A), . . . , resslZr(cr,p, X)) form a basis of VI (resp. of V2), where r = rl+r2. 
Then, by Theorem 4.7 we have the following result. 
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Theorem 4.8. The elements A,(z] E H4Q(BI’;R), t E B’, u2l vary and vary as 
linearly independently as the functions ress,,(a, ~1, A). The map 
given by 
4(a) = (A&~la, .. . , A,[+) 
(mp. by 4’(a) = (&[a]$~, . . . , &[-+]4w)) 
is an epimorphism, where $A+ : H,(Br2,, x Br2&1; Z) -+ H,(BI’; Z) denotes the 
canonical map. 
Let the notations be as in Corollary 4.5 with C = 0 (so that dim E’ = T), where 
2qr - 1 (resp. 2q2 - 2) is replaced by 2ql (resp. by 242 - 1). Then we have 
Corollary 4.9. A,E n Im$;*A;, = 0, i = 1,2, ES c Ker4*, A,E’ n A,A = 0 and 
the R-linear map A,lE, : E’ + H4Q(BI’; Ilk) is injective. 
Remark. In the paper “Independent variation of secondary classes and residues for 
subfoliations”, we shall compute the residues of several examples. These results are 
used to show that the homology group H2q2+2(BI’(gl,qz);Z), 0 < q1 < q2, admits an 
epimorphism onto Euclidean space, having the properties above for d = q2 - q1 > 
1, where Brtql rqZ) is the Haefliger classifying space for subfoliations of codimension 
h 42). 
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